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Utility Knives And Blades

MARS #27401, retractable utility
knife features a four position
metal slider which accepts any
utility blade. Zinc die cast
construction. One heavy duty
blade is provided with tool.
Replacement heavy duty utility
blades, MARS #27403, fits most
utility knives. Used for cutting
drywall, fiberglass, wood, plastic,
cardboard and more! 

MaRs No. dEsCRiptioN MaRs paCK CasE Qty.

27401 Retractable utility knife with blade 5 100
27403 H.D. utility blade (10 per dispenser) 10 60

27401

27403

Breakaway Knives 
And Blades

MARS #27410, is a heavy duty, 
retractable, 8 point, breakaway
knife with a unique internal blade
storage. The strong steel shank
is molded into the durable plastic
handle. Blade locks in place.
Snap-cap tool accepts all
standard 8 point blades. Ideal for
cutting and trimming cardboard,
wood, leather and more. 
Knife is carded.
The 13 point heavy duty
retractable breakaway knife also
features a unique internal blade
storage where the steel shank is
molded into the durable plastic
handle. The blade locks in place
and the snap-cap doubles as a
pocket clip. Accepts all standard
13 point blades. Ideal for cutting
and trimming wall coverings,
vinyl, paper and more. Knife 
packaged with 3 blades.

MaRs No. dEsCRiptioN MaRs paCK CasE Qty.

27410 H.D. 8 point knife 10 100
27411 8 point break blade (5/card) 10 60
27412 H.D. 13 point knife with 3 blades 10 200

27412

27411

27410

Red Devil Blades

• Heavy duty breakaway 
replacement blades

®

93277

MaRs No. dEsCRiptioN MaRs paCK CasE Qty-

93277 Repl, breakaway blades, 10/dispenser 12 144

Dust Masks

MaRs No. dEsCRiptioN CasE Qty-

79170 50 pc. box, dust mask 12
79169 20 pc. box, dust & mist respirator 12

79169 79170

MARS Disposable 
Shoe Covers
Amphibious shoe covers are
waterproof and made of a 6 MIL
copolymer with a non slip embossed
sole. In addition to providing
protection to the customer’s
property, Amphibious shoe covers
also keep the shoes dry when
working in wet grass or hosing down
equipment. Premium shoe covers
are made of heavyweight breathable
polypropylene with a non-slip PVC
zigzag sole.

MaRs No. dEsCRiptioN MaRs paCK CasE Qty-

79195 Amphibious shoe covers - 300 XL covers/box 1 10
79100 Premium shoe covers - 300 XL covers/box 1 10
79103 Premium shoe covers - 50 XL covers/box 1 1
79199 Copolymer shoe covers - 5 XL covers/box 1 1

79195




